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INTEGRATION OF THE FINANCIAL MARKET EU
AFTER THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
7KH(8LQWHJUDWLRQDQGWKHFUHDWLRQRIWKHVRFDOOHG(XURSHDQVLQJOH¿QDQFLDOPDUNHWUHTXLUHVFUHDWLRQ
of institutional solutions corresponding to the integrated structure. At the moment, we are dealing with
gloEalisation of ¿nancial marNets, and thus with a growth in their integration. +oweYer, full integration of
the ¿nancial s\stem, or the lacN thereof, will Ee onl\ achieYed when (uropean states oYercome the still
lasting ¿nancial crisis and its effects in the form of recession in most (8 countries.
7he purpose of this article is to present the situation concerning the integration of ¿nancial marNets, as
illustrated with the example of countries belonging to the EU, with emphasis on the situation on the Polish
¿nancial marNet after the deepest and the most seYere ¿nancial crisis for the world economies, namel\
after ± as compared with the period preceding the ¿nancial crisis.

KH\ZRUGV iQteJratiRQ ¿QaQciaO marNet ¿QaQciaO criViV.

-EL CODVVLÀFDWLRQ CRGHs: G01.

'HÀQLWLRQ RI WKH LQWHJUDWLRQ RI ÀQDQFLDO PDUNHWs
:KeQ referriQJ tR tKe de¿QitiRQ Rf tKe iQteJratiRQ Rf ¿QaQciaO marNetV Ze VKRuOd aVVume tKe fROORZiQJ term aV tKe VtartiQJ pRiQt: tKe ¿QaQciaO VyVtem. 7Ke ¿QaQciaO VyVtem
aV ZritteQ by S.I. %uNRZVNi iV de¿Qed aV aOO OeJaO VtaQdardV aQd ¿QaQciaO iQVtitutiRQV
tKe maiQ aim Rf ZKicK iV tR JatKer aOORcate aQd rediVtribute caVK fuQdV. 7Ke eQtire
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¿nancial system consists of the public ¿nancial system and the marNet ¿nancial system
%uNoZsNi, 2011, p. 13 .
One of the instruments of the marNet ¿nancial system is: the ¿nancial marNet. In the
doctrine, a marNet means a set of components orJanised both in tanJible and intanJible terms. Financial marNets are marNets, Zhere the main role is played by ¿nancial
instruments. Therefore, their cateJory includes: the stocN marNet, the bond marNet, the
securities marNet, the foreiJn e[chanJe marNet, etc.
Financial marNet is one of the leadinJ marNets in economy related to the marNet of
products and services and labour marNet. First thinJ it is a mechanism of short and lonJ
term capital mobilisation and its allocation in order to ¿nance investments ventures.
Financial marNet performs main functions in economy, such as ensurinJ liTuidity in
economy, allocation of capital in economy, economic shocN absorption throuJh the risN
sharinJ mechanism %uNoZsNi, 2009, p. 186 .
To sum up the above, ¿nancial marNet is the place Zhere the supply and demand
for ¿nancial instrument meet. Moreover, the marNet can be divided into: money, capital,
primary, secondary, private and public marNet Pera, 2015, p. 54 .
The concept of ¿nancial marNet inteJration and its deJree is broadly de¿ned %ukowski, R.Gowers, 2016, p. 9).
In connection with the above, the notion of inteJration of ¿nancial markets on the
international scale means that assets JeneratinJ identical cash Àows have the same
rate of return. It is connected with the fact that companies issuinJ bonds in two countries
or reJions have to pay interest accordinJ to the same interest rate to the bond holders
from these countries or reJions %ukowski, 2011, p. 32).
It should be emphasised that the inteJration of ¿nancial markets on the international
scale affects the economic Jrowth. It happens throuJh stimulation of ¿nancial development. Therefore, such inteJration affects the development of local ¿nancial markets
throuJh the Jrowth in investments in the ¿nancial sector and throuJh the increase in the
depth of ¿nancial markets. Furthermore, in the event of direct investment inÀow to the
¿nancial sector, the competition and the effectiveness of ¿nancial institutions increase
%ukowski, 2011, p. 34). This effectiveness, in turn, is reÀected in the Jrowth in ¿nancial
stability, since in the event of ¿nancial shocks, an ef¿ciently operatinJ system is able
to assimilate them.
Therefore, it can be said that ¿nancial market inteJration could be one reason with
respect to facilitation of cross border investments Islami, 2011, p. 46.)
As written by A. .os]towniak, throuJh Jrowth in effectiveness, ¿nancial markets
contribute to the hiJhest deJree to the social and economic development of a country
or reJion. +owever, dereJulation of ¿nancial systems and liberalisation of the movement
of capitals intensify the instability and the crisis trends in various countries and reJions
.os]towniak, 2009, p. 41). Thus, the e[cessive deJree of dereJulation of ¿nancial
markets limits the effectiveness of control and supervision over such a market. This,
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in turn, reduces the effectiveness of actions aimed at fundinJ of the economic Jrowth
Olszewska, 2012, p. 209±210 %ednarczyk, Kosztowniak 2010, p. 97±98). It should
be thus noted that the Tuality of ¿nancial reJulations and supervision is also one of the
factors stimulatinJ economic Jrowth.
In addition, ¿nancial market inteJration combines three features: 1) the market is
considered fully inteJrated if, ¿rstly, all market participants will have to face the same
set of rules when tradinJ on the market 2) they have eTual access to a set of ¿nancial
instruments or services 3) they are not discriminated aJainst in relation to a comparable
market Mobarek, Mollah, 2015, p. 2).
Lack of institutional adMustments or improper reJulation of ¿nancial markets triJJers
the risk of a ¿nancial crisis.

Financial crisis – the origin
The notion of a crisis comes from Greek and means a choice, a decision, a struJJle,
a ¿Jht, in which we act under the pressure of time. Crisis e[pands its meaninJ with such
characteristics as its sudden, traumatic nature and subMective conseTuences of trauma
in the form of neJative e[periences Maáecki, 2009, p. 106). The economic crisis, in
the strict sense, means rapid reduction in economic activity production, employment,
investments) encyklopedia.pwn.pl, accessed on: 25.07.2017). From July 2007, the
world has been facinJ the most severe and the most destructive ¿nancial crisis since
1929. The ¿rst crisis of the industrialised economy occurred in 1825 and affected Great
%ritain see more: +su, 2017, p. 3 et seT). It was caused by the Jood economic situation
of the previous years related to the openinJ of the markets of (uropean countries to
the %ritish industry. Another noteworthy crisis took place between 1846±1847. Its reach
covered the Western and Central Europe, and it was caused by excessive investments
related to railway construction. The ¿rst worldwide crisis occurred in 1857 Krawczyk,
Przybytniowski 2010, p. 77). It beJan in the USA and covered: Great %ritain, France,
Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Austria, Spain, %elJium, the Netherlands, Italy, Russia,
as well as some countries in Latin America.
The present crisis, which oriJinated primarily in the United States in AuJust 2007
Gyrniewicz, 2016, p. 29), covers the whole world and is very deep. It turned out to be
complex and is rapidly spreadinJ over various market seJments and countries. Many
elements of the ¿nancial system are put under stronJ pressure. Some markets and institutions have ceased to function. This, in turn, has adverse effects for the real economy.
Financial markets are based on trust, and a considerable part of this trust has vanished.
The crisis that had paralyzed Jlobal ¿nancial markets beJan to affect the real economy. The severity of the crisis varies siJni¿cantly in the reJion. In Europe the recession
was even worse, with the contraction in GPD of 4,1 per cent Subacchi, 2011, p. 66).
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The crisis on Ànancial ParNets anG its s\PStoPs
Economic recession appeared in countries belonJinJ to of the OrJanization for Economic Cooperation and Development OECD).
Governments and central banks all around the world adopt a number of measures
aimed at improvinJ the economic situation and reducinJ systemic risks. They include
various packaJes aimed at stimulatinJ the economic condition, huJe funds from the
central bank, recapitalisation of ¿nancial institutions, Juarantees for speci¿c kinds of ¿nancial activities, especially for inter-bank loans Krawczyk, Przybytniowski 2010, p. 77).
The authorities shapinJ the monetary policy and the authorities responsible for reJulation of ¿nancial markets and ¿nancial supervision all around the world must do much
more in the future to decrease the risk of re-occurrence of events of this type. To prevent
re-occurrence of a crisis of similar severity, it is necessary to make a number of siJni¿cant chanJes consistinJ, for instance, in strenJtheninJ the coordination of economic
policies and control over the budJetary situation in the Member States PAP %iznes,
2010, www. stooT.com). These chanJes should apply not only to the ¿nancial system
of the European Union EU), but also the entire Jlobal system.

Shaping of macroeconomic indicators during the economic crisis
– illustrated Zith the e[ample of 3oland and the EU
The effects of the ¿nancial crisis born in the United States can be deeply felt by most
world economies. It started from the collapse of Lehman %rothers Romer, 2011, p. 17
et seT). The economic situation in Poland is also shaped by the economic downturn in
the world, particularly in EU countries. When analysinJ the macroeconomic situation of
Poland, we should not only examine the shapinJ of macroeconomic indicators, but also
compare them with the situation of countries belonJinJ to the EU Tarnawska, 2009, p. 1).
Over the subseTuent Tuarters of 2008, the EU-27 suffered a Jradual reduction in
the pace of GDP Jrowth. In the 1st Tuarter, the GDP Jrowth amounted to 2.4 www.
ec.europa.eu accessed on: 20.05.2017), and in the third Tuarter - 0.7. In the 4th
Tuarter, the Jrowth rate was already neJative 1.7). The decreasinJ tendency Jrew
in the 1st and the 2nd Tuarter of 2009, when GDP dropped by 4.8. The deepeninJ
of the Jlobal economic crisis is proved, apart from the decrease in the pace of GDP
Jrowth, also by the JrowinJ number of EU countries, which recorded a neJative Jrowth
rate in subseTuent Tuarters of 2008 and 2009. In the 1st Tuarter of 2008, two countries
recorded a neJative Jrowth rate. In the 4th Tuarter, their number increased to 19, and
in the 1st Tuarter of 2009, it increased to 23. In the liJht of the information analysed
above, the economic situation of Poland is favourable. In all the presented Tuarters, the
GDP Jrowth rate in our country was positive, althouJh a decreasinJ tendency of GDP
Jrowth was observed Ocena sytuacji gospodarczej ...., p. 5).
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Table 1. Changes in G'3 in the EU and in some EU countries in  and  in 
EU-27

1st Tuarter of 2008
2nd Tuarter of 2008
3rd Tuarter of 2008
4th Tuarter of 2008
1st Tuarter of 2009
2nd Tuarter of 2009

2.4
1.8
0.7
-1.7
-4.8
-4.8

4 largest countries
Germany France
2.9
1.9
2
1
0.8
0.1
-1.8
-1.6
-6.7
-3.4
-5.9
-2.6

Great Britain
2.5
1.8
0.5
-1.8
-4.9
-5.5

Poland
Italy
0.4
-0.3
-1.3
-3
-6
-6

6.4
5.6
4.9
2.6
1.7
1.4

Number of countries
Zith groZth rate
Positive Negative
24
2
22
4
20
6
7
19
3
23
1
19

Source: Prepared by the author on the basis of: Ocena sytuacji …, p. 6.

The economic situation in the EU-27 was affected the most by the four larJest states
Germany, France, Great %ritain, and Italy), the share of which in the EU GDP exceeds
60 the share of Poland is ca. 2.5). The intensi¿cation of the decreasinJ Jrowth rate
trend in subseTuent Tuarters of 2008 and 2009 was recorded in each of these states
until the 1st Tuarter of 2009, inclusively Ocena sytuacji gospodarczej ...., p. 5).
The intensi¿cation of the Jlobal economic crisis in the EU-27 is accompanied by the
constantly JrowinJ number of people who remain unemployed. In the period from January to September 2008, the harmonised unemployment rate was JrowinJ at a relatively
slow pace from 6.8 to 7.1). A siJni¿cant acceleration was recorded no sooner than
from October 2008. At the end of July 2009, the unemployment rate increased to 9.0.
In January 2008, the unemployment rate in Poland amounted to 8.0 and exceeded
the unemployment rate in the EU-27. In turn, from January until October 2008, the rate
decreased to the level of 6.8, and in July 2008, the unemployment rate in Poland
and in the EU-27 aliJned at the level of 7.0. Since AuJust 2008, the unemployment
rate in Poland - despite its Jrowth - has invariably remained at a level lower than in the
EU-27. At the end of July 2009, the rate amounted to 8.2. AmonJ the larJest EU-27
countries, the lowest rate of unemployment occurs in Germany, and the hiJhest - in
France respectively, 7.7 and 9.8 in 2009) Ocena sytuacji gospodarczej ...., p. 12,
see also: Total uneployment rate).
In January 2010, the unemployment rate in Poland reached the threshold of 12.7.
The ¿nancial crisis caused deterioration of the main macroeconomic indicators in
economies all around the world. In Poland, the larJest slowdown in the pace of GDP
Jrowth could be noticed in the last Tuarter of 2008. Since the beJinninJ of 2008, we can
clearly see siJns of economic downturn throuJh staJnation or deterioration of the size
of particular GDP components.
The ¿nancial crisis led to economics crisis: US economy shrank, in Europe many
people lost their Mob or it became to more dif¿cult to ¿nd a new Mob Macdonald, 2012,
p. 12).
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Shaping of macroeconomic indicators after the Ànancial crisis
illustrated Zith the e[ample of Poland and the EU.
The ¿nancial crisis was Jlobal. AlthouJh it beJan in 2008 or even earlier the dif¿culties on the ¿nancial markets beJan in mid-2007), its conseTuences were visible
no sooner than in 2009 %abcak, 2010, p. 55). A crisis is a situation that cannot be reversed, the effects of which cannot be undone. +owever, by means of the law ± mainly
the ¿nancial law ± we can prevent its neJative conseTuences and try to minimise them
%abcak, 2010, p. 60). In the analysis of the macroeconomic situation after the ¿nancial
crisis revealed its most severe conseTuences, the examination will cover the period of
2011±2016.
When observinJ the GDP Jrowth rate on the example of the EU-28 in the years
2011±2016, we may note an initial decrease in the Jrowth rate, until 2012 inclusively,
to the level of -0.5 of GDP, and then a chanJe of this tendency and an increase in the
Jrowth rate from 0.3 of GDP in 2013 to 1.9 of GDP in 2016.
The situation of particular countries: Germany, France, Italy, and the UK, also remains favourable. We can observe an increase in GDP in particular countries. In the
period of 2011±2016, Germany, France and the UK did not record a neJative GDP
Jrowth rate, while Italy manaJed to recover from the neJative values and have been
recordinJ a positive GDP Jrowth rate since 2014.
In Poland, the GDP Jrowth rate remains positive, althouJh it was reduced in 2016.
Out of the 13 countries with a neJative Jrowth rate in 2012, only one remained in
2015 Greece). On the other hand, in 2016, none of the EU Member States recorded
a neJative GDP Jrowth rate, which proves the improvinJ economic situation of particular
countries and their deeper inteJration.
Table 2. Changes in G'P in the EU-2 and in some EU countries in 211–21 in 
4 largest countries

EU-28

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

1.7
- 0.5
0.3
1.7
2.2
1.9

Germany
3.7
0.5
0.5
1.9
1.7
1.9

France
2.1
0.2
0.6
0.9
1.1
1.2

Great Britain
1.5
1.3
1.9
3.1
2.2
1.8

Source: Eurostat, Real GDP growth rate, www.eurostat.eu
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Poland
Italy
-1
- 2.9
-1.7
1.4
3.2
3.2

5
1.6
1.4
3.3
3.8
2.7

Number of countries
Zith groZth rate
Positive Negative
24
4
15
13
16
12
25
3
27
1
28
0
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The recedinJ, stronJest wave of the crisis is accompanied by a drop in the unemployment rate. In the EU-28, in 2013, the unemployment rate was at the level of 10.9 as
compared to 8.6 in 2016. On the other hand, in April 2017, the unemployment rate
amounted to 7.8 and is the lowest measure for the whole EU since 2008.
A similar situation takes place in the case of the Eurozone, where the unemployment
rate dropped from 11.4 in 2012 to the level of 10 in 2016, and still shows a downward trend.
The situation in Poland is similar. The unemployment rate at the end of 2016 was
at the level of 6.3 as compared to 10.3 in 2013 see more: Kalinowska, p. 21±40).
AmonJ the larJest EU-28 countries, the lowest rate of unemployment is recorded in
Germany, and the hiJhest ± in Italy respectively, 4.1 and 11.7 in 2009).
Table 3. Changes in the unemployment rate in the EU-28 and in some EU countries in 211–21 in 
4 largest countries

EU-28

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

9.7
10.5
10.9
10.2
9.4
8.6

Germany
5.8
5.4
5.2
5.0
4.6
4.1

France
9.2
9.8
10.3
10.3
10.4
10.1

Great Britain
8.1
7.9
7.5
6.1
5.3
4.8

Italy
8.4
10.7
12.1
12.7
11.9
11.7

Poland

Euro]one

9.7
10.1
10.3
9.0
7.5
6.3

10.2
11.4
12.0
11.6
10.9
10.0

Source: Eurostat, Total unemployment rate, www.eurostat.eu., http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tJm/table.do"tab tabl
e init 1 pluJin 1 lanJuaJe en pcode tsdec450

As shown by the followinJ statistical data Table 4) pertaininJ to the Àow of foreiJn
direct investments, the whole European Union suffered a considerable fraJmentation
of ¿nancial markets caused by the ¿nancial crisis and the debt crisis of 2007-2011. It
should be noted that, as a result of the inÀow of FDI to the ¿nancial sector, its competitiveness and the effectiveness of ¿nancial institutions increase %ukowski, 2011, p. 34).
As a conseTuence, it leads to international inteJration of ¿nancial markets, ¿nancial
development and, ultimately, to economic Jrowth.
Financial inteJration contains an important aspects of ¿nancial development, expandinJ the available set of economic opportunities offered by present market boundaries.
Financial innovation and introduction of new ¿nancial instrument for example can create
a new types of ¿nance FaruTee, 2007, p. 25).
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Table 4. MarNet Integration – Foreign 'irect Investment intensity in 21–212  of G'P
4 largest countries

EU-28

2010
2011
2012

2.1
3.5
2.4

Germany
2.7
1.9
1.4

France
1.9
1.6
1.0

Great Britain
1.9
2.9
2.0

Poland
Italy
1.0
2.0
0.2

2.2
2.8
0.7

Source: Market InteJration ± ForeiJn Direct Investment intensity, www.eurostat.eu, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/
tJm/table.do"tab table init 1 pluJin 1 lanJuaJe en pcode tec00124

Another inteJration trend beJan in 2012 FiJ. 1). AccordinJ to the indicator based on
prices and Tuantity of composite indicators, the averaJe deJree of ¿nancial inteJration
between monetary markets, bonds, capitals, and banks demonstrated moderate Jrowth
in 2015 as compared to the situation at the end of 2014. Despite the fact that some pricinJ
measures relatinJ to ¿nancial inteJration on bond markets and capital markets showed
substantial disproportions in 2015, the situation on monetary markets seems to be
substantially unchanJed since 2014 Financial integration in Europe, May 2017, p. 10).

Figure 1. Price-based and Tuantity-based Ànancial integration composite indicators
Source: Financial integration in Europe, May 2017, p. 10., http://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/ecb.¿nancialinteJrationineurope201705.en.pdf"1c8bc127d44dc2fc5ce32d226df9b7dd

As shown on the chart above, ¿nancial inteJration composite indicators based on
prices and based on Tuantity demonstrate improvement in inteJration. The approximation of both indicators that was also recorded constituted a response to the ¿nancial
shocks appearinJ on the market.
To sum up, the inteJration of ¿nancial markets may contribute to the achievement
of a number of bene¿ts, i.e.: dynamisation of the GDP Jrowth Iwanicz-Drozdowska,
2007, p. 15), increase in the economic Jrowth, reduction in the unemployment rate Kosztowniak,2009, p. 75), stimulation of investments, as well as economic development.
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As explained by S.I. %ukowski, economic Jrowth provides the funds that stimulate
the development of ¿nancial markets and, in turn, this process accelerates economic
Jrowth throuJh allocation of capital %ukowski, 2009, p. 16).

Conclusions
The inteJration of ¿nancial markets in the European Union is a desired and necessary process. +owever, it should be kept in mind that this process brinJs both certain
bene¿ts, as well as hazards. The bene¿ts include: Jrowth of attractiveness of European
markets, increase in competitiveness, increase in availability and diversity of products
and services. The hazards include the risk of a ¿nancial crisis. It is caused by the fact
that the period of economic Jrowth or ¿nancial inteJration lacks proper institutional or
reJulatory adMustments, which creates the risk of a crisis.
This dereJulation of ¿nancial markets reduces the possibility of control of the ¿nancial
market. Such a situation occurs on the foreiJn exchanJe market, which does not have
a uniform institutional and orJanisational structure. The above discrepancy in the leJal
systems of countries belonJinJ to the Eurozone is not bene¿cial to the inteJration of
¿nancial markets.
The inteJration of ¿nancial markets in Europe within the scope of foreiJn exchanJe
markets is based upon the theory of optimum currency areas %ukowski, 2007, p. 28
et seT). As a result, the occurrence of synchronisation between the business cycle of
the monetary union and the cycle of the inteJratinJ country minimises the freTuency
of asymmetric shocks. However, this interdependence in the development of countries
does not necessarily has to brinJ bene¿ts. It is important to ensure that the neJative results of the inteJration do not Jain advantaJe over the bene¿ts. Therefore, the introduction of a common currency will be bene¿cial, if a Jiven area is covered by an optimum
currency area Piech, 2009, p. 63±65) and thus also by synchronisation of business
cycles of the inteJratinJ countries.
Stability and security of the ¿nancial system constitutes a common Jood. Disturbances in the operation of the ¿nancial system and disruption of the effectiveness of
provision of ¿nancial intermediation services adversely affect the situation of companies
and households.
A special responsibility for the stability of the ¿nancial system is borne by: institutions
supervisinJ the ¿nancial sector, institutions JuaranteeinJ deposits, and the central bank
as the lender of last resort. They form a safety network, the main objective of which is
to limit the systemic crisis, which may arise when the crisis of one ¿nancial institution
transfers to other market participants and disturbs the functioninJ of the entire ¿nancial
system. Restoration of trust in the ¿nancial system is then very expensive and may
cause lonJ-term neJative conseTuences for economic development.
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EU countries have various solutions with reJard to supervision over ¿nancial markets.
Not all are subject to supervision and reJulation. The need to supervise and reJulate
sectors results from the occurrence of information asymmetry. On some markets, entities
beinJ the parties in transactions do not have eTual access to all essential information.
Such a situation creates the need for protection Krawczyk, Przybytniowski, 2010, p. 83).
In conclusion of the above considerations, the inteJration of ¿nancial markets after
the crisis period has not slowed down. Apart from the statistical data considered in the
present article, indicatinJ the strenJtheninJ of the inteJration of ¿nancial markets, the
market inteJration is also proven by the increased number of people holdinJ accounts
with foreiJn banks, the increased number of foreiJn bank branches in other countries,
the foundinJ of dauJhter companies in countries other than the country of oriJin, or the
fact of subseTuent countries joininJ the Eurozone and the reduction of indebtedness of
countries belonJinJ to the Eurozone.
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